Freshmen Exploratory is underway! Continued ...

There are so many exciting activities going on in each of the trades this item had to continue into a second addition! So creative and engaging are the projects that you cannot miss the students smiles.
CTECS Cares Activities

Utilizing a Styrofoam pumpkin, Mr. Koziol assigned the MDET senior students to design and paint the following "What's the theme song to your life right now"

Can you guess the pumpkin representing the music artist Bad Bunny or The Beatles?

Dice Breaker Activity Answers with Mr. Sekulski

I choose EOB because

- I figured I would have a good chance of getting a job when I leave.
- It was something different than a normal high school
- Explore new Opportunities
- To have a different experience than my sending school
- because my mom told me to
- My parents went here

"It is a day to accept and celebrate individual talents. Beauty lies in being different. We're not made to all fit in one box. Celebrate Your Unique Talent Day is a day to accept these differences and to love what each of us has to offer."

-NationalToday.com
Sending out a HUGE welcome to Alicia Ogren out new Sail Instructor!

PFO Bingo has started again!
Please consider supporting these worthwhile events!

Athlete of the Week

Congratulations to Ryan Bergen (football team) and Jason Burns (soccer team).

They are this weeks Emmett O'Brien Condors Co-athletes of the Week.

We had outstanding performances by both athletes. Ryan Bergen had an amazing performance against QVP with 5 tackles, 2 sacks and a fumble recovery and a great overall performance.

Jason Burns has shown great athleticism, positive, never give up attitude and has displayed top notch soccer skills to help the team acquire the victory against Eli Whitney. Jason had a goal in his teams victory.

Congratulations to Ryan Bergen and Jason Burns

Carpentry seniors are working on a community service project at the local Massaro Farm